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Gangs are run like businesses. Women are attracted to aggressive men (my being men in woman can be sexed in, bate in, or blessed in). Family is a woman and a man who commits a crime together.


Walker-Barnes, Chanequa J., and Craig A. Mason. "Perceptions Of Risk Factors For Female Gang Involvement Among African American And Females Are Getting A Piece Of The Power Above!

From equality in voting to equality in violence and it is more interesting to see a violent woman than initiations.


Levitt, Steven, perf. The freakonomics of McDonalds vs. Drugs. TED TALKS, Web. 08 Apr 2013.

From uptownmagazine.com

I attempted to find evidence that females were breaking gender roles by being involved in gangs. I found evidence that suggested that violent females are considerably out of society norms. Most people do not consider females when they think about a gang member, yet it is presumed that they make up 10% of active gang members. However, due to the lack of thorough research, none of the data that I have found is absolutely confident in their numbers. Females join gangs for the same reasons male do, however, unlike male gang members female gang members “main concern [has] less to do with status and reputation, and more to do with innovative ways to make a living and survives in a bleak environment with no legitimate opportunities to make money and a weak support system (Karen p. 150).”

One study that found of the girls interviewed, 80% of them said it was a way to make money that absolutely confidet their numbers. These woman are taking initiative so that they can take care of themselves and their families.
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CONCLUSION

Woman are taking initiative to make their own money and protect themselves instead of waiting on a man to do it. Gangs offer them this in a sense. Although, gangs might not be the most positive way, young girls seeing other woman in power offers a type of role model for young girls in broken homes and communities. Woman have/are fighting for equality in the work force, politics, sports voting rights. Now they are literally fighting equality in all things including violence.
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